RADICAL ISLAM IN BRITAIN: IMPLICATIONS FOR THE WAR ON TERRORISM
Islamic extremists have created a significant terrorist threat in Britain by successfully converting thousands of British citizens to their cause, even convincing some of them to become suicide bombers in attacks against their fellow countrymen. By studying how and why this situation developed in Britain, Americans can learn lessons and take actions to ensure a similar threat does not develop within the United States. This paper begins by analyzing how Islamic radicals have been able to establish terrorist networks within the United Kingdom (U. K.) and how the British Government is dealing with this situation following the London transit attacks in July 2005. Next, the impediments to terrorists who would like to establish similar networks in America are discussed, followed by an analysis of the current domestic terrorist situation within the United States. This paper concludes with recommended actions the U.S.
should take in order to prevent Islamic extremists from establishing terrorist networks in the United States.
Domestic Terrorist Situation in Britain
Radical Islamism has been able to flourish in Britain because of (1) liberal U.K. immigration policy, (2) isolated Muslim communities throughout Britain, (3) apathy of the British government to radicalism, and (4) the predisposition of authorities to allow "safe havens" in mosques, universities, and prisons. First, because of liberal British amnesty laws and generous social policies, radical Islamic jihadists have gravitated to the United Kingdom and Gilles Kepel in his book Jihad, portrayed London as "…the capital of world Islamism." 1 Although U.K.
immigration and asylum laws have historically been some of the most permissive in the world, they became even more so in 1997 when the British Labour government came to power and incorporated the International Human Rights Convention into English law. With these new laws in place, almost anyone who claims that his human rights will be violated if he is deported can be granted asylum. 2 Another tactic commonly used by illegitimate asylum-seekers is to destroy their identification papers before arriving in Britain so they can take advantage of U.K.
immigration policies and secure residency on humanitarian grounds. 3 In addition, asylumseekers receive social benefits that often allow them to live in England without having to work. 4 Consequently, hundreds of Islamic radicals have comfortably settled in England where they have protection against deportation or extradition and can establish operational networks which advance their agenda. In December 2005, the British government admitted that nearly a quarter of all terror suspects arrested in Britain in the previous four years were asylum-seekers. 5 Upon arriving in the U.K., these radicals often find support within isolated Muslim communities in Britain. Many Muslim communities in the U.K. have not integrated into British society, but instead have established subcultures complete with their own schools, shops, newspapers, and mosques. These communities have grown rapidly since the 1980's, and the Muslim population in Britain is now approaching 2 million out of a total population of 60 million. 6 This rapid population growth is attributed to high birth rates among British Muslims, and increasing immigration due to family unification laws and other liberal immigration statutes. 7 Because these communities are often isolated from mainstream British society, they have not flourished, but instead have declined economically resulting in high unemployment and widespread dissatisfaction. The extremists know that many of these dissatisfied individuals are receptive to hearing that their plight is not their own fault, but instead they are the victims of racism. "'There is no equity in jobs,' said Mohammed Kahn, 29, a manager of the Foot Market, a shoe store in the shadow of the Brixton mosque, who said he was unable to move up after four years at Barclays Bank despite good performance reviews." 8 In addition, Mr. Kahn complained by stating, "Even when you know you are qualified, you don't get a job because of your skin color or your name and when you see the injustice in the country's foreign policy." 9 These communities not only provide support for new Muslim immigrants, but also provide a large pool of potential recruits.
The apathy of the British government toward stopping radical extremists from praising terrorism and spewing hate speech against the West is a third factor that combines to make the amalgamation of these Islamic radicals with large isolated Muslim communities even more dangerous. Islamic extremists use these socially isolated British Muslim communities to proselytize and to spread odium against Christians, Jews, and Western society in general. The predisposition of the British government to let extremists proselytize, recruit, and conduct other activities inside religious facilities with little or no limits, is a fourth factor exploited by the Islamic radicals. 19 Since the extremists know their mosques are unlikely to be raided or searched, they assume they are safe havens, are used to store materials such as explosives and terrorist training manuals, raise funds to send members to terrorist training camps, as well as serve as a secure meeting place to organize terrorist attacks. 20 While mosques serve as safe havens, universities and prisons are allowed to be recruiting havens. The need "to belong" is a fundamental human motivation which terrorist recruiters utilize to more easily bring people into their radical religious sects, especially if the individuals are geographically separated from friends and families. 21 For this reason, college campuses are one of the most significant targets for terrorist recruiters. By claiming to be religious organizations, these radicals are often given "prayer rooms" which are never monitored by universities. Instead of praying, these rooms are frequently used to store extremist literature, to indoctrinate recruits with anti-western rhetoric, and to justify terrorism as an act of resistance.
Another reason for campus recruitment is to find future leaders for terrorist organizations.
Because people are more powerfully motivated by injustice, indignity, and frustration than by poverty or ignorance, intelligent people who are recruited to a cause are more likely to be dedicated to that cause. 22 The success of this campus effort is highlighted by the fact that four with Western society that they became suicide bombers and killed dozens of their fellow citizens. 30 Considering the extent of these terrorist networks in Britain, many may find it surprising that the July 2005 attacks stand alone as the only significant terrorist acts successfully perpetrated by radical Islamists in Britain. The reason the terrorists have been unable to use their networks to successfully carry out more attacks is primarily due to the British government's superb ability to identify and disrupt planned attacks before they can be executed. Finally, and perhaps most importantly, MI-5 has had almost a half a century of experience dealing with terrorists associated with Northern Ireland.
Impediments to Terrorists in the United States
While terrorists have found it relatively easy to recruit, fund, and establish networks in Britain, the same is not true in the United States. Before comparing the domestic terrorist situation in the U.S. to that in Britain, an analysis of impediments terrorists face within the U.S.
will clarify why their efforts and successes have been different from those in the United Kingdom.
Radical Islamists face four significant barriers to establishing and operating terrorist networks in the U.S. compared to Britain. The first of these barriers is U.S. immigration policy.
Although the U.S. was founded upon and grew through a liberal immigration policy up until the middle of the 20 th century, following World War II immigration policies were significantly changed with the 1952 Immigration and Nationality Act. This policy not only greatly reduced the number of immigrants to the U.S., but specifically limited the number of immigrants of each nationality allowed to enter the country. Despite several changes over the past 54 years, U.S.
immigration policy remains stringent and became even more so after 9/11 with the establishment of the Patriot Act which implemented reforms such as the foreign student monitoring program and the integrated entry and exit data system. 32 Asylum-seekers in particular face significant challenges to gaining entry into the United States. Between 1999 and
2002, approximately 350,000 individuals sought asylum in the U.S. and 85,000 of them were detained pending further investigation. 33 Consequently, unlike the U.K., known radical Islamists such as Abu Hamza do not consider seeking asylum in the United States for fear of detention.
A second obstacle to terrorists desiring to operate in the U.S. is the lack of large isolated Muslim communities willing to support them. There are numerous estimates as to the number of Muslims in the U.S. ranging up to as many as 7 million, but the most authoritative studies put the number nearer to 3 million. 34 Since the population of the U. espousing Wahhabism and anti-Americanism, and calling for members to Islamicize the politics of their respective universities. 44 The MSA has been very outspoken against the Patriot Act and has encouraged its members to voice their opposition. The MSA receives substantial funding from the Saudi government, and prior to September 11, 2001 , was also funded by three organizations the FBI outlawed due to support for terrorism. 45 Using lessons from Britain, the short term focus in the war against domestic terrorism must be to enhance current law enforcement efforts in order to protect the American people from those who have already converted to this radical ideology and prevent the extremists from expanding their influence. Individuals who are motivated by a belief in a divine command cannot be deterred and are therefore extremely dangerous. 60 Therefore, for individuals who are already part of a terrorist cell the policy must be to kill or capture these individuals since they cannot be convinced to change their beliefs. 61 Accordingly, for the remainder of the American Muslim population the goal must be to deter them from joining the radical elements of the community.
To achieve this goal the first area that must be improved is domestic intelligence. The FBI must incorporate procedures effectively used by MI-5, such as ethnic diversity, to be able to identify the extremists and monitor their activities. The FBI has expanded the number of linguists and agents who speak Arabic, but must greatly expand the number of agents who speak Arabic as well as Farsi. FBI agents who rely on translators instead of knowing a language themselves cannot work effectively with immigrant communities to gather necessary intelligence. Instead of just sending current FBI agents to language schools, the FBI should revise the screening process for hiring agents to allow U.S. citizens with significant foreign relations and contacts to be more seriously considered. A third focus area for U.S. law enforcement officials must be universities campuses and specifically the MSA. In order to prevent the jihadists from having the success they have had in
Britain, universities must not allow student organizations to go unchecked, and MSA web sites extolling terrorism and supporting radical Islamic organizations should be shut down. Many Muslims have come to me and to my colleagues with information about how their mosques, centers, and communities have been penetrated and hijacked by extreme Islamists who have politicized the faith and sought to use it as a tool of political warfare against the United States. We would not know what we already know were it not for the active collaboration of Muslims from many countries and currents who fear the political Islamists, and it is clear that federal terrorism-fighters and the nation at large have benefited likewise. 62 Government officials and law enforcement officials across the country must understand the criticality of assisting moderate Muslims when they request this type of help. Additionally, procedures must be in place to quickly provide the assistance requested.
Recommended Long Term Counter-Terrorism Measures
While the short term measures just discussed will begin to address the immediate problem, winning the hearts and minds of the American Muslim population is the long-term solution. In order to achieve this goal, American leaders must conduct a strategic communications campaign that includes the following measures: (1) education of U.S. senior leaders and the American public, (2) winning the information campaign overseas including countering jihadists propaganda, and (3) embracing the Muslim community as asset to the United States. Killing terrorists will never win this war if others are willing to take their place.
U.S. leaders must develop an effective strategic communications campaign to counter the Islamists and prevent this from happening. 63 Education at several levels is the first area that the U.S. must address as part of this In addition to addressing these educational failures, the U.S. needs to realize it is losing the information war with the Islamic radicals and make significant changes. American military personnel. In order to win the information war, U.S. leaders and media outlets must understand they are speaking to a global audience, recognize the differences between American and overseas audiences, and deliver the message in the most credible manner.
U.S. policies toward rendition, detainees, and torture are a final aspect of the information war that needs to be readdressed. Although there is little doubt that some valuable information has been obtained from the detainees at Guantanamo Bay, their detention has been an information disaster for the United States. The same can be said for rendition and the fallout from the events at Abu Ghraib and the subsequent torture discussion. Any information gained through these methods will only bring short term solutions at the expense of continuing to lose the information war. The U.S. needs to either put these detainees on trial or transfer custody of them to their respective governments. Because the British do not support these activities, they avert much of the animosity that the U.S. receives in the worldwide media despite their support for operations in Iraq. Muslims as FBI agents, police, teachers, and news reporters, they are less likely to join the Jihadists. If they are socially accepted at work they will be less likely to look for acceptance within "Muslim only" organizations and end up being recruited by the extremists. Any organization that hires Muslim employees, and makes accommodation allowing them to practice their faith, will gain credibility with Muslim communities. Specifically the U.S. government needs to reach out to them by changing screening procedures required during the hiring process for government jobs since current restrictive background checks exclude large numbers of potential allies. Americans must also recognize that visitors to the U.S. and students from overseas who come to attend our universities learn first hand the freedoms and opportunities that are only available in the U.S., and they carry those experiences with them for life.
Conclusion
If terrorist networks similar to those in Britain are allowed to become established in the United States, the threat to American society will be intolerable, and Americans will have to sacrifice liberties and freedoms they currently enjoy to effectively deal with the associated threat. The terrorist networks in Britain required over 20 years of deliberate efforts by radical
Islamists to establish themselves during a period when both the British government and citizens of the United Kingdom were not paying attention to the ends and means of these extremists.
Fortunately for the British, their laws allow much more intrusive domestic surveillance on both foreigners and citizens than those in the U.S., making it easier to monitor terror suspects and uncover their plots. Because monitoring terror suspects is more difficult in the U.S., it is therefore more important that these types of terror networks are prevented from becoming established in America. Although several short term actions should be taken to prevent radical Islamic terror networks from becoming established in the U.S., the long term approach must be to win the hearts and minds of moderate Muslims. The Muslim American community is a great asset that needs to be recognized as such and be included as part of the solution to the war on terrorism, not considered part of the threat, as many of them now feel.
